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This paper deals with the enumeration of distinct embeddings (both induced and 
partial) of arbitrary graphs in regular graphs of large girth. A simple explicit 
recurrence formula is presented for the number of embeddings of an arbitrary forest 
F in an arbitrary regular graph G of sufficiently large girth. This formula (and 
hence the number of embeddings) depends only on the order and degree of 
regularity of G, and the degree sequence and component structure (multiset of 
component orders) of F. A concept called c-subgraph regularity is introduced which 
generalizes the familiar notion of regularity in graphs. (Informally, a graph is c- 
subgraph regular if its vertices cannot be distinguished on the basis of embeddings 
of graphs of order less than or equal to c.) A central result of this paper is that if G 
is regular and has girth g, then G is (g- I)-subgraph regular. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The original motivation for this work stems from our desire to identify 
families of non-transitive graphs for which it is dificult to demonstrate the 
dissimilarity of arbitrary pairs of vertices. We were led to consider regular 
graphs of large girth (length of the shortest cycle) by the observation that for 
such graphs fixed-sized neighbourhoods of all vertices are isomorphic. We 
demonstrate in this paper that for graphs of this type the “similarity” of 
vertices extends well beyond this simple observation. 
We study two notions of graph embedding, called partial and induced 
* This research was carried out while the first author was at Simon Fraser University and 
the second author was on leave at the University of British Columbia. 
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embeddings, which correspond in a straightforward way with the notions of 
partial and induced subgraphs. We are interested in counting distinct 
embeddings which are constrained so as to demonstrate, if possible. 
dissimilarities between vertices in the host graph. The set of all 
(unconstrained) embeddings can be expressed as a simple disjoint union of 
our constrained embeddings. 
Our work on partial embeddings can be viewed as an extension to that of 
Sachs [3,4] in which he considers the number of unconstrained partial 
embeddings of forests, isomorphic to a given forest F. in a regular graph G. 
Sach presents the following theorem: 
THEOREM A 13, Theorem 2 ). Let F be an arbitrary forest of total 
diameter [the sum of the diameters of trees in F] D and G be a regular 
graph with k vertices of degree r, whose girth t is greater than D. It follows 
that: 
(i) The number A(F, G) of forests contained in G as [partial] 
subgraphs and isomorphic to F. depends only on, besides F, the numbers k 
and r; and 
(ii) the number A(F, G) can be easily determined by means of a 
recursive procedure. 
The procedure mentioned in the above theorem is implicit in its proof but 
is cumbersome to specify explicitly and of no practical value for computing 
A (F, G) for any but the smallest arguments. Indeed, this is precisely the 
motivation for the subsequent paper [4] in which Sachs demonstrates the 
existence of a large number of independent linear relations between the 
numbers A(F, G) for different forests F. While these relations may not suffice 
to specify completely the numbers A(F, G), they can be used to extend the 
:lass of practically computable values. Sachs demonstrates this by 
computing A(F, G) for all forests F with not more than five edges, where G 
is an arbitrary cubic graph of sufficiently large girth. 
We extend the work of Sachs by making explicit the dependency of 
4(F, G) on F, k, and r. We present a simple recurrence formula for the 
values A(F, G), as well as a number of relations between these numbers for 
Forests of similar component structure. 
Our study of embeddings allows us to formulate a generalization of the 
notion of regularity in graphs that we call c-subgraph regularity, Informally, 
a graph is c-subgraph regular if its vertices cannot be distinguished on the 
oasis of induced embeddings of graphs of order less than or equal to c. A 
:entral result of this paper is that if G is regular and has girth g, then G is 
[g - 1 )-subgraph regular. 
Section 2 introduces some graph theoretic definitions and notation. In 
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Section 3 we formalize the notions of induced and partial embeddings and 
subgraph regularity. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the study of induced 
embeddings; analogous results for partial embeddings are given in Section 6. 
Section 7 includes a number of applications of our results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If G is an arbitrary undirected graph, then V(G), E(G), and y(G) denote 
the vertex set, edge set, and girth of G, respectively. We abbreviate 1 V(G)/ by 
nG. If G is acyclic, then y(G) P 00. 
If S LE V(G), then G ( S denotes the subgraph of G induced on S. We 
abbreviate G / (V(G) - S) by G / % 
For all U, w E V(G), d,(v, w) denotes the length of the shortest path from 
u to w in G. If v and w are not connected by a path, then d,(v, w) 6~ 00. 
If S c V(G) and v E V(G) then the eccentricity of ~1 in G with respect to S, 
denoted e,(tf, S), is given by e&u, S) g rnaxwes dC,(Sa,v,,(~, w). We 
abbreviate e,(v, V(G)) by e,(v) which we call simply the eccentricity of L’ in 
G. 
The diameter of S in G, denoted d(S, G), is given by d(S, G) Q 
max CES ec(Lj, S). We abbreviate d(V(G), G) by d(G) which we call simply 
the diameter of G. 
The span of G, denoted P(G), is given by Y(G) g Cc (d(C) + I), where C 
ranges over all connected components of G. 
If L! E V(G), then the neighbourhood of v in G, denoted T(v, G) is 
{M’ / (c, w) E E(G)). This definition is extended to arbitrary subsets S c V(G) 
by defining T(S, G) = UrES T(v, G). The collar of a subset SC_ V(G). 
denotedT’(S,G), is {wlwET(S,G)-S and IT(w,G)nSi:= I}. 
3. GRAPH EMBEDDINGS AND SUBGRAPH REGULARITY 
If G and H are graphs, then an injection <: V(H) + F’(G) is called an 
(induced) embedding of H in G if < provides an isomorphism between H and 
G ( @V(H)). The set <(V(H)), which we abbreviate as r(H), is called the 
image of H in G, and the set c(H) U T(r(H), G), which we abbreviate as 
c+(H), is called the extended image of H in G. 
By our definition H can be embedded in G if and only if IT is an induced 
subgraph of G. If follows that H can be embedded in G if and only if R can 
be embedded in t?. It is also of interest to consider a weaker notion of 
embedding. An injection r: V(H) -+ V(G) is called a partial ernbedding of H 
in G if for all (v, w) E E(H), (r(v), r(w)) E E(G). Clearly every embedding is 
also a partial embedding. 
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If u E V(H) and w E V(G), then E(H, G, u. w) (respectively 
ZO(H, G, U, w)) denotes the set of all embeddings (respectively partial 
embeddings) of H in G that map t’ onto w. We use Z(H, G, *, w) (respec 
tively .ZO(H, G, *, w)) to denote U,.EC.,Hj Z(H, G, ~1, w) (respectively 
u r,tC.,f,j s”(H, G, ~1, u)), and Z(H, 6, *, *) (respectively .Z’(H, G, *, * ) 1 to 
denote UwEYtGj S(H, G, *, w) (respectively UweVcF) ZO(H, G, *, w)). 
Note that distinct embeddings (both induced and partial) may have iden- 
tical images. In counting distinct embeddings of a graph H we take the view 
that all vertices of H have been assigned unique labels. There is no loss of 
generality in adopting this view since if we wish to count embeddings of H’. 
an arbitrarily labelled instance of H, we simply reduce the number of 
embeddings of the uniquely labelled instance by a factor equal to the size of 
the automorphism group of H’. In particular, Sachs [3,4] denotes by 
A(F, G) the number of forests contained in a given graph G as partial 
subgraphs and isomorphic to a given forest F. A(F, G) can be expressed 
precisely in our notation as 
A (F, G) = / ?(F, G, *, *)[/I Auto(F)/, 
where Auto(F) is the group of automorphisms of F. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G and H be a graphs with v E V(H) and w E V(G). If 
y(G) > nH and .Z’(H, G, v, w) f 0, then H must be acyclic. 
Proof. If Z”O(H, G, v, w) # @ then, since G contains H as a subgraph, 
y(G) < y(H). But if H is cyclic, y(H) < nH. I 
Lemma 3.1 tells us that if the girth of G is sufficiently large with respect to 
n,, then for H to be even partially embedded in G, H must be a forest. For 
this reason, we restrict our study of embeddings first to trees and later to 
arbitrary forests. In Sections 4 through 6 we focus our attention on induced 
embeddings. Partial embeddings are discussed again in Section 7. 
If v E V(G), then 6,(v) denotes the degree of v in G. If 6,(v) = k for all 
v E V(G), then G is said to be regular (or more specifically k-regulur). We 
generalize the concept of regularity as follows. 
If H is an arbitrary graph, G is said to be H-regular if for all u E V(H) 
and all v, w E V(G), IS(H, G, U, v)l = (Z(H, G, U, w)l. This generalizes the 
more familiar concept since G is regular if and only if it is K,-regular. 
Clearly, G is H-regular if and only if c is R-regular. 
A graph G is said to be c-subgraph regular if it is H-regular for aH graphs 
H of order less than or equal to c. Clearly, G is c-subgraph regular if and 
only if its complement G is c-subgraph regular. 
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4. ENUMERATION OF TREE EMBEDDINGS 
As we shall proceed to show, the number of ways that an arbitrary tree 
(or forest) can be embedded in a given regular graph depends in part on the 
constraints that we place on the embeddings and in part on the structure, in 
particular the degree structure, of the tree. To capture this latter component 
we define what we call the degree fuclor, denoted d(H, k), of an arbitrary 
graph H with respect to the integer k (the degree of the hoist graph) as 
where P(n, r) denotes the number of r-permutations of n objects, namely, 
n(n- l)(n-2)...(n--rt 1). We assume that P(n,r)=O when n<r and 
P(n, 0) = 1. The following simple property of degree factors will be used 
extensively in this and subsequent sections. 
Property 4.1, If H, and H, are disjoint graphs, then d(H, U H,, k) = 
NH,, k) d(H,, k). 
We start by considering the general case of embedding a tree T in a k- 
regular graph G so as to avoid covering vertices in a specified subset 
S c V(G). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T be a tree, G a k-regular graph, and S c V(G). 
(i) If S f 0, v E V(T), w E r’(s, G), and y(G) :> max{d(T) + 1, 
eJo) + e,(w, S)), then 
/B(T, G j ??, v, w)l = (k - 6,(u))d(T, k). 
(ii) rfS = 0, v E V(T), w E V(G), and y(G) > d(T) + 1, then 
/S(T, G 1 s, u, w)l = jE(T, G, t), w)/ = kd(T, k). 
Proof (by induction on nT). Assume that the assertion holds for all trees 
of order less than n,. We show that the assertion holds for 1: 
If nT = 1, the result is straightforward. 
Ifn, > 1, let {u ,,..., vg,(,)} = T(v, T), and let Ti denote the component of 
7’1 (t.) containing vi’ Since y(G) > d(T) t 1, 
I Z(T, G I S, 0, ~11 
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For each 8: L’(v, T) -+ I’(w, G / $) and i. 1 < i < 6,(u), there are two cases 
to consider: 
(a) nri = 1. Trivially, 
lS(T'i,Gl SW (~~)p~i~t)(~i))l= 1 =(k-6,.i(~i))A(Ti.k). 
(b) nT, > 1. Since 
and 
y(G) > max{d(T) + 1, e,(c) + e,(w, S)} 
>, maXid t 1. e,i(Ui) + e,(d(Ui), S U {W))j 
it follows, by our induction assumption, that 
JS(Ti, G ] S U (W}, t’iq O(V,))~ = (k - S,,(U,)) d(Ti, k). 
Since there are exactly 
P(IT(w, G I s)l, Ir(v, T)I) = P(IW, G I % &(u)) 
distinct injections 8: T(u, Z’) -+ T(w. G 1 ??), it follows that 
= P(IZ-(w, G ( ,?)I, 6,(u)) 11 1-I 
i=l ueV(Ti) 
P(k’ skT(‘)) . 
From our constraints on w, it follows that 
and hence, 
]Z(T,Gj~,u,w)J= I 
(k - 6,(u)) d(T, k). sst0 
kd(T, k), s=0. a 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let T be a tree, G a k-regular graph, and S C V(G). 
(i) If S # 0, w E P(S, G), and y(G) > d(T) + e&w, S), then 
1 E(T, G / ,?, *, w)] = (n,(k - 2) + 2) d(T, k). 
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(ii) ZJS = 0, WE V(G), and y(G) > d(T) + 1, then 
lZ(T, G / 5, *, w)l= )3(T, G, *, w)( = n,.kA(T. k). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let T be a tree and G a k-regular graph. If y(G) > 
d(T) + 1, then G is T-regular. In addition, ) Z( T, G, v, w)/ is independent of 
L’ E V(T), and hence )z(T, G, *, *)I = n,kd(T, k). 
Note that provided the girth of G is sufftciently large the dependence of 
both / S(T, G, v, w)I and ) E(T, G, *. *)I on the tree T completely captured by 
the degree factor d(T, k). The degree factor continues to play a role in the 
enumeration of general forest embeddings, but the number of embeddings, is, 
in addition, dependent on the component structure of the forest. 
5. A RECURRENCE FORMULA FOR FOREST EMBEWDINGS 
If two or more trees are embedded in a given graph, then not only must 
their images be disjoint but the image of any one tree must not intersect the 
extended image of any other. Thus we can think of the extended image of a 
tree as its “sphere of influence” under a given embedding. 
The next lemma shows that if a tree T is embedded in a k-regular graph G 
of sufficiently high girth, then the size of the extended image of T in G is a 
function only of k and nT. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T be a tree, G a k-regular graph, and lili # S c V(G). If 
w E Z-‘(S, G), 4 E 2( T, G ( 9, *, w), and y(G) > d(T) + e,(w, S) + 1, then 
(<+(T)l=n,(k- l)+ 1. 
Proof: The case nT = 1 is straightforward. 
For the general case, let 1 be any leaf of T which satisfies r(Z) # w. Let 
T’ = T / (I). Then, 
t+ CT) = <+ V’) U WV), G I S U WI). 
However. since 
e,(TU>, S U T+(T’)) < d(T) + e,(w, S) 
<y(G)- 1, 
it follows that 
I<+(T)1 = IT’V’I + k- 1. 
The result follows by induction on nT. m 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let T be a tree and G a k-regular graph. [l” <E. 
Z(T, G, *. ;k) and y(G) > d(T) t 2, then 
It+(T)1 = u,(k --- 1) $ 2. 
Proof: Let z E r/(<(T), G) and w E T(z, G)n r(T). If &, E 3(T, G 1 12). 
*, w) satisfies &(u) = c(v). for all u E V(T), then 
r+m=Gmu kl 
and hence, by Lemma 5.1, 
IT+(T)1 = n,(k - 1) + 2. m 
We are now prepared to introduce what we call embedding factors which 
will be used to express the dependence of the total number of embeddings on 
the form of allowable embeddings. 
The embedding factor A,(s, n, k) is defined for arbitrary non-negative 
integers s, n, and k, and an arbitrary multiset, B, of positive integers. 
n,(l, n, k) 2 A,@, n, k) - k \‘ b&,,,(b(k - 1) + 2, n, k), 
bz 
A,(s, n, k) g A,@ - 1, n, k) 
- \‘ (b(k - 2) -t 2)A,-,,,(b(k - 1) + s, n, k), when s > 1. 
byB 
If F is an arbitrary forest, then /F/ denotes the multiset (nT ) T is a tree in 
Fl. 
Two forests F, and F, are said to be similar if IF, / = / FJ. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a k-regular graph and S c V(G). If F consists of a 
single isolated vertex, then 
I W, G I % *, * )I = A,,(1 SI, nG, k) A(& k). 
ProoJ: It suffices to observe that A,, )(s, n, k) = (n - s)k. fi 
We proceed to show that, with appropriate constraints on S and the girth 
of G, the equality of Lemma 5.3 holds for all forests F. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let F be a forest, G a k-regular graph, and S c V(G). [f 
G / S is acyclic and 
Y(G) > 
1 
v(F), ISi< 1 
w(F) + d(S, G) - 1, 1st > 1. 
then ) Z(F. G ) l?, *. *)I = A,,(] S I. n,, k) 4F, k). 
ProoJ Suppose that the assertion holds for all forests with fewer trees 
than F and for all subsets of V(G) smaller than S. We show that the 
assertion holds for F and S. 
Let c denote the number of trees in F. We extend our notation and assume 
that jZ(0, G, *, *)I = A@, k) = 1 for all graphs G and integers k. This 
allows us to treat the cases t = 1 and t > 1 uniformly. We consider three 
cases: 
(i) IS/ = 0. Let T E F and z,’ E V(T) be chosen arbitrarily. Then 
lZ(F. G / s, t, *)I 
= ,.Et;G,k *) IW- T, G I t+G=‘h *, *)I 
A,,-&(k - 1) + 2, nG, k) d(F- T, k) 
by the inductive assumption and Corollary 5.2 
= n, kA,,_ &(k - 1) + 2, n, 3 k) 4F, k) 
by Corollary 4.4. 
Since T E F was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that 
'b- &dk - 1) + 2, nG, k) = + \‘ A,F-TiI(nT,(k - 
TYF 
1l.t 2,n,,k) 
= & 4,(0, n,, k). 
G 
Hence / 5(F, G / s, *, *)I = &,(O, n,, k) d(F, k). 
(ii) /SJ = 1. Suppose S = {w}. Then 
JZ(F, G I s, *, *)I 
= IZ(F, G, *, *)I - jS(F, G, *, w)l 
= / E(F, G, *, *)I 
(1) 
- \‘ \’ IZ’(f’- Tiy G) <+(Ti), *, *)I 
T,EF SEB(T,,G,*,w) 
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= A,,,(O, n,, k) d(F, k) 
?. )‘ A.,..,,(n,,(k-1)+2,n,,Ic)d(F-T;,k) T,GF Ie8(7,.G,,,,l’) 
by the inductive assumption and Corollary 5.2 
= A,,@, nG, k) A(& k) 
- k 2 ~&F-Ti,(nTi(k - 1) + 2, n,, k) A@‘, k) 
T,EF 
by Corollary 4.3 
= A,&, Q, k) NF, k). 
(iii) jS/>l.Lt e wbeanyleafofGjS,andletS’=S-{w).Then 
(S(F, G ( s, *, *)I 
= IB(F, G / %‘, *, *)I - 1 E(F, G / ?f’, *r IV>\ 
= lS(F, G ) $‘, *, *)I 
- \‘ \‘ _ , i~(F-Ti,G)r’(Ti)uS’,*,*)I 
Ti6F tcl(Ti,GI~ ,*.w) 
=A,F,(ISJ- l,n,,k)A(F,kk) 
- \‘ \‘ A 
-1 
,F- ,,,(n,i(k - 1) + I S 1, nc 7 k) 4F - Ti, k) 
T~IzF tEZ(Ti,GlS +*r~) 
by the inductive assumption and Lemma 5.1 
= &,(I S I - 1, n, , k) AE k) 
- “ (nTi(k-2)t2)~,F.~Ti,(~T~k-~)+/~I,~,,k)A(F,k) 
TTF 
by Corollary 4.3 
The general assertion follows by induction on t and ( S I. 1 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let F be a forest and G a k-regular graph. rf 
y(G) > Y(F), then for all trees T in F 
d,p- &,(k - 1) + 2, nG 3 k) = & 4,(Q nc 7 k). r 
Proof. This was established (quality (f)) in case (i) of the above 
proof. 1 
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The following generalizes Theorem 4.2(G). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let F be a forest and G a k-regular graph. If y(G) > 
Y(F), then for all v E V(F), w E V(G), 
I W, G, 0, w)l = -&AiF,(O, n,, k) d(F. k). 
Proof: Let T denote the tree in F that contains the vertex v. Then, 
/ Z(F, G, v, w)l = \‘ 
iWT>,v.w) 
IZ(F- T, G I t+(T), *, *)I 
= “ 
INT>,v,w) 
&-&(k- 1) t 2, n,, k)d(F- T, k) 
by Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.4 
= k/i ,F-T,(nT(k - 1) + 2, nGy k) 4F, kh 
by ‘Theorem 4.2(ii) 
= $,,(o, nG, k) W, k), by Corollary 5.5. fi 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let F, and F, be similar forests and G a k-regular 
graph. v Y(G) > nF,9 then for all v, E V(F,), v2 E V(F,), and aN 
w,, w2 E V(G) 
IV’, , G, ~1, %)I n,&“(F2) (k - 6,,(U))! 
I W,, G, vzv w&t = nue”(F,) (k - b,(u))! ’ 
Corollary 5.7 tells us that numbers of embeddings of similar forests are 
simply related. Thus if we are interested in deriving an explicit enumeration 
formula for forest embeddings, it is suffkient to restrict our attention to 
families of graphs (for example, unions of disjoint paths) in which there 
exists a similar representative for every general graph. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let F be a forest and G a k-regular graph. If y(G) > 
Y(F), then G is F-regular. In addition, for all w E V(G), 131[F, G, v, w)/ is 
independent of v E V(F). 
COROLLARY 5.9. If G is a regular graph, then G is (y(G) -- I)-subgraph 
regular. 
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Proof: Let H be any graph satisfying n,, < y(G). There are two cases LCI 
consider: 
(i) If H is cyclic then, by Lemma 3.1, !E(H, G, u, w)i = 0 for all 
c E V(H) and w E V(G). 
(ii) If H is acyclic, then Y(H) < nH and so, by Corollary 5.8, G is H- 
regular. fl 
6. PARTIAL EMBEDDINGS 
Recall that in addition to induced embeddings (which have been the focus 
of our study in the preceding two sections) we also defined a notion of 
partial embedding. Turning our attention to the enumeration of partial 
embeddings, we discover that all of the results of Sections 4 and 5 have 
straightforward analogues in this new setting. 
It should be clear that if the girth of G sufficiently large, then all partial 
embeddings of a tree T in G are induced embeddings and hence 
j 2”( r, G, *, *)I = ) Z(T, G, *, *)I. The analogue of Theorem 4.2 states 
something slightly stronger. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let T be a tree, G a k-regular graph, and S c V(G). 
(0 rf Sf0, uE V(T), w E T’(S, G), and y(G) > maxid( 
e,(u) + e,(w S) 1, then 
jZ’(T, G ) f?, 0, w)l = (k - G,(v))d(T, k). 
(ii) y S = 0, u E V(T), w E V(G), and y(G) > d(T), then 
IS”O(T, G) s, u, w)l = ]BO(T, G, v, w)l = kd(T, k). 
Note that the only change from Theorem 4.2 is the replacement of B by 
TO and a slight weakening of the girth constraint (d(T) + 1 is replaced by 
i(T)). Maintaining these replacements, the proof of Theorem 6.1 is identical 
to that of Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 6.1 is typical of the results on partial embeddings which are 
directly analogous to the results of Sections 4 and 5. Rather than reformulate 
all of these results, we choose to describe the modifications necessary to 
achieve this reformulation.’ 
’ There is a single exception to the generality of these modifications, which is reflected in 
the statement of Lemma 6.2. The interested reader will discover the source of this exception in 
the analogue of case (i) of Lemma 5.4. 
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Modifications 
(i) As we are now concerned with partial embeddings, S is replaced 
by 2’. 
(ii) Replace d(T) + 1 by d(7), and Y(F) by CTEPd(T). 
(iii) Under induced embeddings we described the extended image of a 
tree as its “sphere of influence.” With partial embeddings this “sphere of 
influence” contracts to the (unextended) image of the tree. Thus r’(rJ is 
replaced by {(Ti). Since l<(Ti)l = n,, there is no need for analogues to 
Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2. 
(iv) The embedding factor /l,(s, n, k) is replaced by the partial 
embedding factor, ,4@, n, k), defined for an arbitrary multiset B of positive 
integers and arbitrary non-negative integers s, II, and k, as follows 
A;(s. n, k) 0 1, 
A;(& n, k) g f$ b;B A;-,,,@, n, k), 
&(I, n,k)%l;(O,n,k)-k 1 bA&,(b,n,k), 
befJ 
A;@, n, k) g A;(s - 1, n, k) 
- \‘ (b(k - 2) + 2)&-j-,,,@ + s - 1, n, k), when s>l. 
byB 
The following are our central results (analogues of Lemma 5.4, 
Theorem 5.6, Corollary 5.7, and Corollary 5.8) concerning partial 
embeddings. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let F be a forest, G a k-regular graph, ana’ S c V(G). rf 
G / S is acyclic and 
x dtT), IS/ G 1 
y(G) > TEF 
x d(T) + d(S, (3, IS/ > 1, 
TEF 
then / Z”(F, G 13, *, *)I = A$,(/ S ), n,, k) d(F, k). 
THEOREM 6.3. Let F be a forest and G a k-regular graph. If y(G) > 
CTEF d(T), then for aI Y E V(F), w E V(G), 
1 B”(F, G, U, w)l = $&,(O, nG, k) W, k). 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Let F, and F2 be similar forests with t trees and G a k- 
regular graph. tf y(G) > n,, - I, then for all U, E V(F,), c2 E V(F2), and all 
w, , w2 E V(G), 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let F be a forest and G a k-regular graph. q y(G) > 
CrhF d(T), then IS:“O(F, G, v, w)j is independent of both u E V(F) and 
w E V(G). 
7. APPLICATIONS 
It follows from Corollary 5.9 and the existence of non-transitive regular 
graphs of high girth [ 1,2] that there exist non-transitive graphs of arbitrarily 
high subgraph regularity. For a more detailed discussion of subgraph 
regularity including implications of the above result for heuristic 
automorphism partitioning and graph isomorphism algorithms, see [ 1). 
We know, by Theorem 5.6 (respectively Theorem 6.3), that a general 
solution to the recurrence for embedding factors (respectively, partial 
embedding factors) would provide an explicit enumeration formula for forest 
embeddings (respectively, partial forest embeddings) in regular graphs of 
sufficiently high girth. Although we have no general solution for either 
recurrence, certain restricted cases are solved without difftcuhy. In the 
remainder of this section we consider two such restricted cases. 
Case A 
If G is regular of degree two (that is, the union of disjoint cycles) and the 
multiset B is homogeneous ({t*b} denotes a homogeneous multiset 
containing t copies of the element b), then we have the following solutions: 
d,I*b,(S, % 2) = I 
Z’nP(n-bt- l,t- l), s=o 
2P(n -- bt - s + 1, t), s>o 
and 
4*lJ, (s, n, 2) = I 
2W(n-(b- l)t- l,r- l), s=o 
2’P(n-(b-l)t-s,t), s > 0. 
It follows, by Theorem 5.6, that if v E V(tP,),’ G is any 2-regular graph 
satisfying y(G) > tr, and w E V(G), then 
1 E(rP,, G, u, w)l = I P(n,-t- l,t- l), r= 1 2’P(n,-rt- l,t- l), r>l 
’ tP, denotes the graph formed by the union oft disjoint copies of P,, the path on r vertices. 
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and 
jZ(fP,, G, *, *)I = 
n,P(n,-t- I,f- I), r= 1 
n,2’P(n,-rt- l,t- l), r> 1. 
In particular, the number of independent sets of size t in any 2-regular graph 
G with girth greater than c is exactly n&n, - t - 1, t - 1). 
Similarly, by Theorem 6.3, if u E V(P,), G is any Zregular graph 
satisfying l!(G) > t(r - l), and w E V(G), then 
and 
/ Z’(tP,, G, *, *)I = I 
P(n, 9 f), r= 1 
n,2’P(nc-(r- l)f-- I,f- l), r >.I. 
Case B 
If the multiset B contains just a single element b, then we have the 
following solutions: 
s = 0 
s > 0. k(n - b) - (s - l)(b(k - 2) + 2), 
It follows immediately that 
A,,,,,,2,(0, n, k) = nklnk - 2 - 2(6, f b,)(k - 1) - b, b,(k - I )(k - 2)) 
and 
L$,,,~JO, n, k) = nk(nk - 2(6, f b, - 1) - b,&(k - 2) 1. 
Hence, by Theorem 5.6, if T, and T, are trees, G is a k-regular graph, and 
j)(G) > d(T)) + d(T,) + 2, then for all u E V(T, u T,), and all w E V(G). 
j E( T, U T, , G, c, w)j 
= k[n,k - 2 - 2(n,, + n,,)(k - 1) - n,,n,>(k - l)(k - 2)]A(T,, k)A(T,, k) 
and 
jZ(T,UT,,G,*,*)(=n,k(n,k-2-2(n,,-tn,,)(k- I) 
- n,,n,Jk - l)(k - 2)) d(T,, k) A/T,, k). 
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Similarly, by Theorem 6.3, if 7, and 7, are trees, G is a k-regular graph. 
and y(G) > d(T,) t d(T& then for all I: E V(7’, L T:), and all w E WG 1. 
/E’(T,~T,,G,v,w)/=kln,k--2(r~,,+n,~- I)--n,.,n,?(k--2)( 
and 
jS’(T, u T,, G, *, *)I = n,k[n,k - 2(n,, + izT2 - 1) - n,,n& - 2)). 
Using the equality, A (F, G) = 1 Z(F, G, *, *)\/I Auto(F)\ (cf. Section 3), the 
above formulae allow us to derive in a straightforward manner most of the 
results tabulated in [4, Table 11. 
It should be clear that other explicit enumeration formulae could be 
derived from the embedding number recurrences, for forests with any fixed 
number of trees. 
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